
LO: To write a short story creating suspense and tension. 

 As daylight swiftly bled into darkness, the shadows of night were slowly emerging from their 

slumber. Because I’d been at Timmy’s house on the other side of town, I had to take the quickest route 

home to ensure I didn't break dad’s golden rules: don’t go out alone and - ultimately - don’t dare stay 

out past dark. Until now, I  had always followed his rules religiously since he was pretty lenient in 

every other aspect of parenthood (much to mum’s dismay). However, the quickest route was also the 

most dangerous - straight through ‘Cursed Wood’ as the town folk call it - a load of ol’ codswallop if 

you ask me.  

 The boggy pathway , which was unusual  considering it had been the hottest week in summer, 

meandered through an archway of towering trees with their bent fingers twisting and turning towards 

me, until their tips clawed high into the darkened sky. A peculiar gust of wind engulfed the once calm 

atmosphere causing each exposed, gnarled branch to sway uncontrollably in the midnight sky : much to 

my surprise, I felt a little tense. Further into the woods, a faint screech from the ominous crows 

layered the rustling sound of the few remaining leaves - I still couldn’t comprehend this abnormal 

environment, for it seemed like a bitter winter’s night which contrasted with the fresh, summery 

afternoon I had spent my day enjoying. Despite the chilling atmosphere, I was enthralled, captivated and 

hypnotised by the unknown.  

 Fuelling my curiosity and stepping deeper into the woods, the monotonous sound of crows echoed 

louder through every crevice of the atmosphere, yet the consistent chirping was soon disturbed by the 

powerful sound of thunder as the now midnight sky was illuminated with glaring cracks of lightning 

piercing through the gaps in the trees. A ghostly, ice-cold mist engulfed the neglected forest impairing 

my vision ; it caused shivers down my spine and the hairs on the back of my neck to stand on end 

(something was definitely lurking in the shadows). My once calm attitude instantly turned to an uneasy, 

menacing  fear that I couldn’t control. The piercing wind, which was once so subtle, was now fierce and 

howling as if warning me about something. Someone perhaps. The crows squawked and screeched ; the 

leaves rustled and echoed through every crevice ; and a 

monotonous young girl’s whisper reverberated beyond the trees 

making me shudder uncontrollably. Too late to turn back. With each 

step closer, my breathing seemed heavier and more short than the 

previous: a feeling of suffocation took over; my palms began to 

sweat; and horror filled my body.  



 The slow creeks of a distant swing, rusty and weathered, was 

that of a terrifying nightmare. As a child, I would spend hours 

laughing in the playground, yet the memories of my childhood were 

now severed by the derelict, decaying playground ahead of me. A 

once yellow tunnel was now a brown-beige and barely visible 

through patches of damp moss and creeping vines. A pungent 

stench, which made me sick to my stomach, surrounded me. What had been a place of joy, of peace and 

tranquillity, could be the set of some horror movie. My vision was no longer impaired; I could see -

quite clearly - a shadow. A small figure perched on the swing. Staring, waiting. The whispers continued, 

only louder this time, “Play with me, push the swing, play with me, push the swing play with me….”  
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